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On derived categories of differential complexes
Luisa Fiorot
Re´sume´. Cet article est consacre´ a` la comparaison entre diffe´rentes cate´gories
localise´es de complexes diffe´rentiels. Nous prouvons que le functeur canonique de la cate´gorie
des complexes diffe´rentiels d’ordre un (de´finie par Herrera et Lieberman) a` valeurs dans la
cate´gorie des complexes diffe´rentiels (d’ordre arbitraire, definie par M. Saito), localise´es par
rapport a` une bonne notion de quasi-isomorphismes, est une e´quivalence de cate´gories. En
suite nous prouvons un re´sultat analogue pour une version filtre´e des cate´gories pre´ce´dentes
(de´finies respectivement par Du Bois et M. Saito), localise´es par les quasi-isomorphismes
gradue´s. Cet re´sultat reponde a` une question pose´e par M. Saito.
Abstract. This paper is devoted to the comparison of different localized categories
of differential complexes. The first result is that the canonical functor from the category of
complexes of differential operators of order one (defined by Herrera and Lieberman) to the
category of differential complexes (of any order, defined by M. Saito), both localized with
respect to a suitable notion of quasi-isomorphism, is an equivalence of categories. Then we
prove a similar result for a filtered version of the previous categories (defined respectively by
Du Bois and M.Saito), localized with respect to graded-quasi-isomorphisms, thus answering
a question posed by M. Saito.
Introduction.
The category of differential complexes appears naturally as a “good” category
for the role of image of the classical De Rham functor. We are interested in finding a
purely algebraic definition for the image category of the De Rham functor for differ-
ential modules which will permit us to develop the formalism of the six Grothendieck
operations.
Such a category was first introduced by Herrera-Lieberman in their article in
Inventiones Math. of 1971. In that paper they proposed the study of a category
C1(OX ,DiffX) of complexes of OX -Modules with differential operators of order one
(where X is a smooth algebraic or analytic variety over a field K of characteristic
zero). They also interpreted C1(OX ,DiffX) as a category of graded modules over
a suitable graded ring C •X containing Ω
•
X as a sub-ring. Using this interpretation
they defined the functors − ⊗Ω• − , H omΩ•(−,−), f
∗ and f∗. Then they defined
hyperext functors using suitable injective resolutions and proved a duality theorem
in the proper smooth case.
They did not propose in that paper to localize C1(OX ,DiffX) with respect to a
multiplicative system as is done in the study of derived categories, although they did
introduce a notion of homotopy.
The difficulty in the localization procedure was first pointed out by P. Berthelot in
his book of 1974 [B] , where he showed that objects of C1(OX ,DiffX) which are quasi-
isomorphic as complexes of abelian sheaves, may lead to non isomorphic hyperext
functors. On the other hand, we are forced to localize C1(OX ,DiffX), if we wish
to obtain a triangulated category where a De Rham functor DR, with source some
derived category of DX -Modules, can assume its values. By Berthelot’s remark we
know that the multiplicative system of abelian quasi-isomorphisms is not a good
choice.
Different localizations were proposed by Philippe Du Bois who, in [DB.1], in-
troduced filtrations and so obtained the category DF1(OX ,DiffX), and by Morihiko
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Saito who, in [S.1] and [S.2], defined a new category of complexes C(OX ,DiffX) with
differential operators (of any order) which he localized with respect to D˜R
−1
X -quasi-
isomorphism (obtaining D(OX ,DiffX)) or with respect to filtered quasi-isomorphism
(obtaining DF (OX ,DiffX)).
Saito’s category C(OX ,DiffX) seems to be the best choice because it is equiva-
lent to the category D(DX) via the functors D˜RX and D˜R
−1
X . The problem is that in
Saito’s category an explicit formalism of Grothendieck operations is only partially re-
alized; in fact, for example, there is no f∗ functor or internal tensor product. From the
Herrera-Lieberman point of view, considering the category D1(OX ,DiffX) obtained
by localizing C1(OX ,DiffX) with respect to D˜R
−1
X -quasi-isomorphism, we obtain a
category wherein the De Rham functor takes its image and where the Grothendieck
operations are easier and more complete than those in Saito’s categoryD(OX ,DiffX).
This work is devoted to the comparisons between the categories of differential
complexes D1(OX ,DiffX) and D(OX ,DiffX). In the first section we recall some gen-
eral definitions we need in this paper and the notation we will use. Then in Sec-
tion 2 we develop a general result about morphisms to a total complex in a general
category of complexes. In Section 3 we compare Saito category D(OX ,DiffX) with
D1(OX ,DiffX). In fact we prove that the canonical functor between the localized cat-
egories iHL,S : D1(OX ,DiffX)−→D(OX ,DiffX) is an equivalence of categories. In
the last section we extend this comparison result to the filtered case proving that the
filtered Du Bois category DF1(OX ,DiffX) and Saito’s DF (OX ,DiffX) are equivalent,
thus answering a question posed by Saito in [S.1, 2.2.11].
I would like to thank Prof. Francesco Baldassarri for having introduced me to
this matter. It is a pleasure to thank Maurizio Cailotto and Morihiko Saito for the
improvements and suggestions they gave me in the redaction of this work.
1. Notation and definitions.
Let X be a smooth separated scheme of finite type over a field K of characteristic
zero, or a smooth analytic variety.
1.1. Definition. Herrera-Liebermann differential complexes.
As in [HL, §2] or [B, II.5], the category C1(OX ,DiffX) is defined as the category
of complexes of differential operators of order at most one, that is:
i) the objects of C1(OX ,DiffX) are complexes whose terms are OX -Modules and
whose differentials are differential operators of order less than or equal to one;
ii) morphisms between such complexes are morphisms of complexes which are OX -
linear maps.
We denote by Cb1(OX ,DiffX) the full subcategory of C1(OX ,DiffX) whose objects are
bounded complexes.
1.2. Proposition. The category C1(OX ,DiffX) is equivalent to the category
of graded left C •X -Modules where C
•
X
∼= Ω•−1X D ⊕ Ω
•
X is the “mapping cylinder” of
the identity map of Ω•X . It is a graded OX -Algebra, whose product is defined using
the wedge product of Ω•X and D
2 = 0, while the structure of complex is defined
by Dα = (dα1+(−1)
iα2)D + dα2 if α = α1D + α2 with α1 ∈ Ω
i−1
X and α2 ∈ Ω
i
X .
Therefore, the category C1(OX ,DiffX) has enough injectives [HL, §2].
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1.3. Definition. A homotopy between two morphisms in C1(OX ,DiffX) is
a homotopy in the sense of the category of complexes of abelian sheaves, except that
the homotopy operator (of degree −1) is taken to be OX -linear (see [HL, §2]).
1.4. Definition. Let DX be the sheaf of differential operators on X (see [Bo]
for the definition) and p : DX −→OX the map evaluating a differential operator in 1.
In [S.2] Saito defines a differential operator d : F −→G , between two OX -Modules
F and G , as a morphism which can be factorized (in a unique way) as
F
d //
d %%JJ
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
G
G ⊗OX DX
idG⊗OX p
OO
where d is an OX -linear map and G ⊗OX DX is an OX -Module for the right multipli-
cation of DX .
We note that the morphism d induces by extension of scalars a morphism of
DX -Modules d
′
: F ⊗OX DX −→G ⊗OX DX .
We use the notation M(OX ,DiffX) for the additive category whose objects are
OX -Modules and morphisms are differential operators between them.
1.5. Definition. Saito differential complexes.
In [S.2] Saito defines the equivalence of categories
D˜R
−1
X : M(OX ,DiffX) −→ Mi(DX)
r
F 7−→ F ⊗OX DX
d 7−→ d
′
whereMi(DX)
r is the full subcategory of right DX -Modules whose objects are induced
modules (i.e. they are of the form F ⊗OX DX for an OX -Module F ).
Let C(OX ,DiffX) be the category of complexes in M(OX ,DiffX). Then the
D˜R
−1
X functor extends to a functor D˜R
−1
X : C(OX ,DiffX)−→C(DX)
r.
1.6. Remark. In Definition 1.1 we have introduced the Herrera-Lieberman cat-
egory C1(OX ,DiffX). The main difference between C1(OX ,DiffX) and C(OX ,DiffX)
is that Herrera-Liebermann allow only differential operators of order one and mor-
phisms between complexes are OX -linear, while Saito considers complexes with ar-
bitrary differential operators and morphisms between complexes given by differential
operators. We observe that the map p : DX −→OX is a differential operator but it is
not of finite order.
There is a natural functor λ1 : C1(OX ,DiffX)−→C(OX ,DiffX) which sends
objects of the first category into themselves regarded as objects of C(OX ,DiffX).
This functor is not faithful.
1.7. Definition. We define D1(OX ,DiffX) to be the category obtained
localizing the category C1(OX ,DiffX) of Herrera and Lieberman with respect to the
multiplicative system of morphisms
S
1,D˜R
−1
X
:= {f ∈ C1(OX ,DiffX)| D˜R
−1
X ◦iHL,S(f) is a quasi-isomorphism in D(DX)
r}
called the system of D˜R
−1
X -quasi-isomorphisms. We refer to this category as the
Herrera-Lieberman localized category.
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1.8. Definition. We define the category D(OX ,DiffX) by localizing the
category C(OX ,DiffX) with respect to the multiplicative system
S
D˜R
−1
X
:= {f ∈ C(OX ,DiffX)| D˜R
−1
X (f) is a quasi-isomorphism in D(DX)
r}.
1.9. Remark. The natural functor λ1 respects D˜R
−1
X -quasi-isomorphisms so it
defines a functor (which we again denote by λ1)
λ1 : D1(OX ,DiffX)−→D(OX ,DiffX).
It seems to be not straightforward to prove that this functor is fully faithful.
We recall that Saito proved in [S.2] that the usual De Rham functor (for right
DX -Modules)
DRX := −⊗
L
DX
OX : D
b(DX)
r −→Db(KX)
factors as
Db(DX)
r
DRX ''OO
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
D˜RX// Db(OX ,DiffX)

Db(KX)
where the vertical arrow is the functor obtained by forgetting all structure of an object
in Db(OX ,DiffX) but that of KX-Module; and D˜RX is the functor
(1.9.1)
D˜RX : D
b(DX)
r −→ Db(OX ,DiffX)
M • 7−→ M • ⊗•
OX
Θ•X .
(ΘiX = ∧
−iΘX) which could be extended to unbounded complexes.
For M • ∈ Db(DX)
r we have the following three descriptions of DRX(M
•):
DRX(M
•) = M • ⊗LDX OX
= M • ⊗•OX Θ
•
X
= RH omDX (ωX ,M
•)[n]
in Db(KX) where n = dimX .
We observe that the functor D˜RX , extended to unbounded complexes, also factors
through D1(OX ,DiffX), so we obtain the commutative diagram
D(DX)
r
D˜R1,X//
D˜RX ''OO
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
D1(OX ,DiffX)
λ1

D(OX ,DiffX).
The composition D˜R1,XD˜R
−1
X defines a functor D(OX ,DiffX)−→D1(OX ,DiffX). In
the sequel, we will prove that λ1 and D˜R1,XD˜R
−1
X are quasi-inverses of each other
and so define an equivalence of categories.
1.10. Theorem.(Saito[S.2]) The functors D˜RX and D˜R
−1
X are equivalences
between the categories D(DX)
r and D(OX ,DiffX).
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2. Morphisms between a complex and a total complex.
2.1 Notation. In this section, we consider an additive category A , the category
of complexes and the category of na¨ıf bounded bicomplexes on it (na¨ıf means that
the differentials commute, and bounded means that in any anti-diagonal only a finite
number of terms are not isomorphic to zero). We want to describe the morphisms of
complexes between a complex and the total complex associated to a bicomplex.
2.2. Lemma. Let I•,• be a bicomplex with commuting differentials d′I and
d′′I . We define the bicomplex I˜
•,• in the following way: for any p and q let I˜p,q = Ip,q,
d′ p,q
I˜
= (−1)qd′ p,qI and d
′′ p,q
I˜
= (−1)pd′′ p,qI . Then:
(i) the functor ˜ sending I•,• to I˜•,• is an automorphism of the category of bicom-
plexes, and
˜˜
I = I for any bicomplex I.
(ii) the canonical map σ•,•I : I
•,•−→ I˜•,• defined by σp,qI = (−1)
pqidIp,q is an isomor-
phism of bicomplexes and defines an isomorphism of functors σ : id→ ˜.
2.3. Corollary. Let A•, resp; B•,•, be a complex resp. a bicomplex in A .
Then we have a commutative diagram of canonical isomorphisms of bicomplexes
Homs(A•, B•,q)
σ
s,q
B∗−−−→ Homs(A•, B˜•,q)
σ
s,q
Hom
y
y σ˜s,qHom
H˜om
s
(A•, B•,q) −−−→
σ˜
s,q
B∗
H˜om
s
(A•, B˜•,q)
where
H˜om
s
(A•, B•,q)s,q = (Hom
s(A•, B•,q)s,q)˜
and
H˜om
s
(A•, B˜•,q)s,q =
(
Homs(A•, B˜•,q)s,q
)˜ ,
the horizontal morphisms are
σA∗ = Hom
•(idA• , σB) and σ˜B∗ = H˜om
•
(idA• , σB) ,
and the vertical ones are
σs,qHom = σHoms(A•,B•,q) and σ˜
s,q
Hom = σHoms(A•,B˜•,q) .
Proof. This is a consequence of the previous lemma. 
2.4. Proposition. Using the previous notation, let B•tot indicate the total
complex associated toB•,•. Then the complexHom•(A•, B•tot) is canonically identified
with:
(1) the total complex of (Homs(A•, Bp,•))s,p:
Hom•(A•, B•tot)
∼=
(
(Homs(A•, Bp,•))s,p
)
tot
;
(1′) the total complex of
(
H˜om
s
(A•, B˜•,q)
)
s,q
:
Hom•(A•, B•tot)
∼=
((
H˜om
s
(A•, B˜•,q)
)
s,q
)
tot
.
Proof. The corresponding terms being clearly isomorphic, we only have to
prove that the differentials in the two complexes coincide.
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(1) Consider the family Φ = {ϕa,pr : A
a→Bp,a+r−p}a,p which describes an element
of Homr(A•, B•tot) as well as of
⊕
s+p=r Hom
s(A•, Bp,•). Its image using the
differential of the first complex is
D(Φ)a,pr+1 = (dBtotΦ)
a,p
r+1 + (−1)
r+1(ΦdA)
a,p
r+1
= d′ p−1,a+r−p+1B ϕ
a,p−1
r + (−1)
pd′′ p,a+r−pB ϕ
a,p
r + (−1)
r+1ϕa+1,pr d
a
A .
Using the second complex and the following diagram
Homs(A•, Bp,•)
D′′ s,p
−−−→ Homs+1(A•, Bp,•)x D′ s+1,p−1
Homs+1(A•, Bp−1,•),
one sees that for s = r − p the image is
D(Φ)a,pr+1 = D
′(Φ)a,pr+1 + (−1)
pD′′(Φ)a,pr+1
= d′ p−1,a+r−p+1B ϕ
a,p−1
r + (−1)
pd′′ p,a+r−pB ϕ
a,p
r + (−1)
r+1ϕa+1,pr d
a
A .
So the two differentials coincide.
(1′) In this case the differential of the first complex is
D(Φ)a,qr+1 = (dBtotΦ)
a,q
r+1 + (−)
r+1(ΦdA)
a,q
r+1
= d′ a+r−q,qB ϕ
a,q
r + (−1)
a+r−q+1d′′ a+r−q+1,q−1B ϕ
a,q−1
r + (−1)
r+1ϕa+1,qr d
a
A .
Using the second complex the image is
D(Φ)a,qr+1 = D˜
′(Φ)a,qr+1 + (−1)
r−q+1D˜′′(Φ)a,qr+1
= d′ a+r−q,qB ϕ
a,q
r + (−1)
a+r−q+1d′′ a+r−q+1,q−1B ϕ
a,q−1
r + (−1)
r+1ϕa+1,qr d
a
A .
So the two differentials so indeed coincide. 
2.5. Theorem. The following sets are canonically isomorphic:
(1) the set Hom(A•, B•tot) of morphisms of complexes between a complex and the
total complex of a bicomplex;
(2) the set of cycles Z0 (Hom•(A•, B•tot)) ;
(3) the set of cycles Z0
((
(Homs(A•, Bp,•))s,p
)
tot
)
;
(3′) the set of cycles Z0
(((
H˜om
s
(A•, B˜•,q)
)
s,q
)
tot
)
;
(4) the set of families of maps {ϕ•,p ∈ Hom−p(A•, Bp,•)}p such that
(−1)pd−pHom(ϕ
•,p) + d′p−1,•−p+1B ϕ
•,p−1 = 0
for any p;
(4′) the set of families of maps {ϕ•,q ∈ H˜om
−q
(A•, B˜•,q)}q such that
d−q
H˜om
(ϕ•,q) + (−1)q−1d′′•−q+1,q−1
B˜
ϕ•,q−1 = 0
for any q;
(5) the set of families of maps (not maps of complexes in general) {ϕ•,p : A•→Bp,•[−p]}p
such that the “defect of commutativity” with differentials of one map is “cor-
rected” by the previous map:
ϕ•+1,pd•A − d
•
Bp,•[−p]ϕ
•,p = d′p−1,•−p+1B ϕ
•,p−1
for any p;
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(5′) the set of families of maps (not maps of complexes in general) {ϕ•,q : A•→B•,q[−q]}q
such that the “defect of commutativity” with differentials of one map is “cor-
rected” by the previous map:
ϕ•+1,qd•A − d
•
B˜•,q [−q]
ϕ•,q = d′′•−q+1,q−1
B˜
ϕ•,q−1
for any q;
(6) the set of families of maps {ϕa,p : Aa→Bp,a−p}a,p satisfying the following con-
ditions
(2.5.1) ϕa+1,pdaA − (−1)
pd′′p,a−pB ϕ
a,p = d′p−1,a−p+1B ϕ
a,p−1
for any a, p;
(6′) the set of families of maps {ϕa,q : Aa→Ba−q,q}a,q satisfying the following con-
ditions
ϕa+1,qdaA − d
′a−q,q
B ϕ
a,q = (−1)a−q+1d′′a−q+1,q−1B ϕ
a,q−1
for any a, q;
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) are well known, and the equivalence
with (3) and (3′) follows from (1) and (1′), respectively, of) the Proposition 2.4.
The descriptions (6) and (6′) follow directly from (1) by making the commuta-
tivity condition for the morphism with the differentials explicit.
The descriptions (4) and (4′) follow directly from (3) and (3′), respectively.
The descriptions (5) and (5′) are reformulations of (4) and (4′), respectively, as
well as of (6) and (6′), respectively. 
2.6. Remark. The descriptions (6) and (6′) are useful for applications, while
(4) and (4′) give the most intuitive construction of the morphisms from a complex
to the total complex associated to a bicomplex: we have to define for any i a map
of graded objects from the complex to the i-th row (resp. column) shifted by −i, in
such a way that each map is the defect of commutativity for the differentials of the
next map.
3. Comparison between Saito and HL-localizations.
3.1. Remark. Let F • be an object in C1(OX ,DiffX). By definition the
differential di
F
: F i−→F i+1 is a differential operator of order one. So it defines in
a unique way a morphism d
i
F : F
i−→F i+1 ⊗OX DX,1. Locally for each section s
of F i, d
i
F (s) is a section of F
i+1 ⊗OX DX,1 so it may be locally written in a unique
way as
(3.1.1) d
i
F (s) = d
i
F (s)⊗ 1 +
n∑
j=1
dixj (s)⊗
∂
∂xj
using the OX -base of DX,1 given in local coordinates by 1,
∂
∂x1
, · · · ,
∂
∂xn
. The maps
di
F
: F i−→F i+1 are the differentials of the complex F •; while dixj : F
i−→F i+1
are maps of abelian sheaves.
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3.2. Definition. Let by definition σi,j
F
: F i−→F i+j ⊗OX Θ
−j
X be the maps
defined as follow:
F i
d //
σ
i,j
F ,,ZZZZZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZ F i+1 ⊗OX DX,1
d⊗id // · · · // F i+j ⊗OX DX,1 ⊗OX · · · ⊗OX DX,1

F i+j ⊗OX Θ
−j
X .
The vertical map is the identity on F i+1 tensor the map obtained by the composition
of the projections DX,1−→Θ
1
X and Θ
1
X ⊗OX · · · ⊗OX Θ
1
X −→Θ
−j
X . We observe that
these maps σi,j
F
are related to the structural morphisms of the Ω•X -module
F
i ⊗OX Ω
j
X −→F
i+j ;
in fact they are adjoints because Θ−jX := ∧
jΘX ∼= H omOX (Ω
j
X ,OX)) and
HomOX (F
i ⊗OX Ω
i
X ,F
i+j) ∼= HomOX (F
i,H omOX (Ω
i
X ,F
i+j))
∼= HomOX (F
i,F i+j ⊗OX Θ
−j
X ).
3.3. Definition. Let F • ∈ C1(OX ,DiffX). We define for each i ∈ Z and
j ∈ {0, ..., n} (n = dimX) the maps
(3.3.1) ηi,0
F
= idFi : F
i−→F i
and
(3.3.2)
ηi,j
F
: F i −→ F i+j ⊗OX Θ
−j
X
s 7−→
∑
i1<...<ij
di+j−1xij
◦ · · · ◦ dixi1 (s)⊗
∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xij
for j ∈ {1, ..., n}. Then (up to a sign (−1)(
j
2)) we have that σi,j
F
= j!ηi,j
F
, so these
maps ηi,j
F
do not depend on local coordinates.
3.4. Lemma. Given F • ∈ C1(OX ,DiffX); the morphisms d
i
F
, dixj of (3.1.1)
for i ∈ Z and j ∈ {0, ..., n} satisfy the following conditions:
i) di+1
F
◦ di
F
= 0
ii) di+1xj ◦ d
i
F
+ di+1
F
◦ dixj = 0
iii) di+1xj ◦ d
i
xk
+ di+1xk ◦ d
i
xj
= 0
iv) di+1xj ◦ d
i
xj
= 0.
Proof. The first condition is given by the hypothesis F • ∈ C1(OX ,DiffX).
The conditions ii) to iv) follow from the condition that the composition
di+1
F
◦ di
F
: F i−→F i+2 ⊗OX DX,2
is zero because it corresponds to di+1
F
◦ di
F
= 0. 
3.5. Definition. Let i : OX −→DX be the usual inclusion which is linear
for both the OX -Module structures of DX . Given F
• ∈ C1(OX ,DiffX) we define the
morphisms
ΦiF : F
i −→
n⊕
j=0
F
i+j ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
−j
X
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for each i ∈ Z in the following way: we consider the composition
F i
η
i,j
F //
Φi,j
F ((PP
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P F
i+j ⊗OX Θ
−j
X
id
F
i+j⊗i⊗idΘ−j

F i+j ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
−j
X
and by definition Φi
F
:=
∑n
j=0 Φ
i,j
F
.
We want to prove that the morphisms Φi
F
: F i−→(D˜RXD˜R
−1
X (F
•))i define a
morphism of complexes.
3.6. Theorem. The maps Φi
F
of 3.5 define
ΦF : F
•−→ D˜RXD˜R
−1
X (F
•)
which is a morphism of complexes in C1(OX ,DiffX).
Proof. We have to prove that the diagram
F i
di
F //
Φi
F

F i+1
Φi+1
F
⊕n
j=0 F
i+j ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
−j
X
di
D˜RD˜R
−1
//⊕n
j=0 F
i+1+j ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
−j
X
is commutative.
We recall that D˜RXD˜R
−1
X (F
•) = (G ••)tot where
G
p,q = F q ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
p
X
and
d′p,q
G
: F q ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
p
X −→F
q ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
p+1
X
is
(3.6.1) d′p,q
G
= idFq ⊗ d
p
SpOX
;
while
d′′p,q
G
: F q ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
p
X −→F
q+1 ⊗OX DX ⊗OX Θ
p
X
is
(3.6.2) d′′p,q
G
= D˜R
−1
X (d
q
F
)⊗ idΘp
X
.
Now by Lemma 2.5, we have only to prove that (2.5.1)
Φa+1,p
F
◦ daF − (−1)
pd′′−p,a+p
G
◦ Φa,p
F
= d′−p−1,a+p+1
G
◦ Φa,p+1
F
is true.
Let s be a section of Fa, then
Φa+1,p
F
◦ daF (s) =
∑
i1<···<ip
da+pxip · · · d
a+1
xi1
daF (s)⊗ 1⊗
∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xip
;
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while
d′′−p,a+p
G
◦ Φa,p
F
(s) =
= d′′−p,a+p
G
( ∑
i1<···<ip
da+p−1xip · · · d
a
xi1
(s)⊗ 1⊗
∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xip
)
=
=
∑
i1<···<ip
da+p
F
(
da+p−1xip · · · d
a
xi1
(s)
)
⊗ 1⊗
∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xip
+
+
∑
k
∑
i1<···<ip
da+pxk
(
da+p−1xip · · · d
a
xi1
(s)
)
⊗
∂
∂xk
⊗
( ∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xip
)
=
=
∑
i1<···<ip
(−1)pda+pxip · · · d
a+1
xi1
daF (s)⊗ 1⊗
∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xip
+
+
∑
k
∑
i1<···<ip+1
(−1)p+kda+pxip+1 · · · d
a
xi1
(s)⊗
∂
∂xik
⊗
( ∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂̂
∂xik
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xip+1
)
.
On the right hand side of (2.5.1) we obtain
d′−p−1,a+p+1
G
◦ Φa,p+1
F
(s) =
= d′−p−1,a+p+1
G
( ∑
i1<···<ip+1
da+pxip+1 · · · d
a
xi1
(s)⊗ 1⊗
∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xip+1
)
=
=
∑
i1<···<ip+1
∑
k
(−1)k+1da+pxip+1 · · · d
a
xi1
(s)⊗
∂
∂xik
⊗
( ∂
∂xi1
∧ · · · ∧
∂̂
∂xik
∧ · · · ∧
∂
∂xip+1
)
.
Thus we have established our assertion. 
3.7. Theorem. The functor
λ1 : D1(OX ,DiffX)−→D(OX ,DiffX)
is an equivalence of categories with quasi-inverse the functor
D˜R1,XD˜R
−1
X : D(OX ,DiffX)−→D1(OX ,DiffX).
Proof. Let G := D˜R1,X ◦ D˜R
−1
X .
By Saito’s results we obtain λ1 ◦G = D˜RX ◦ D˜R
−1
X
∼=
−→ idD(OX ,DiffX ). We want
to prove that there exists an isomorphism of functors idD1(OX ,DiffX)−→G ◦ λ1.
In 3.5 we defined a functorial morphism Φ•
F
: F •−→G ◦ λ1(F
•) (for each
F • ∈ D1(OX ,DiffX)) which is a D˜R
−1
X -quasi-isomorphism because the triangle
F •
idF• %%KK
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
Φ•
F // G ◦ λ1(F •)

F •
commutes (where the vertical map is that induced by the projection DX −→OX and
it is a D˜R
−1
X -quasi-isomorphism by Saito’s result). So the morphism defined by the
functor Φ : idD1(OX ,DiffX)−→G ◦ λ1 is an isomorphism. 
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4. Comparison between Saito and Du Bois categories.
4.1. Definition. By definition the category CF1(OX ,DiffX) is the category
whose objects are filtered complexes (K•, d, F ) such that:
i) K• is a complex of OX -Modules;
ii) F is a decreasing filtration on K• given by sub-OX -Modules and F is biregular
(that is on every component Ki of K•, F induces a finite filtration; so there exist
integers p and q such that F pKi = Ki and F qKi = 0);
iii) d is a relative differential operator of order at most 1 which respects the filtrations;
iv) grF (d) is OX -linear.
Morphisms in CF1(OX ,DiffX) are f
• : F •−→G • OX -linear maps commuting
with differentials and compatible with fitrations [DB.1, 1].
4.2. Remark. The complex Ω•X is filtered by truncation so Gr
p
F (Ω
•
X) = Ω
p
X .
4.3. Definition. A filtered homotopy between u, v : F • −→G • is a homotopy
h such that hi(F pF i) ⊆ F pG i−1 and hi is OX -linear.
Let KF1(OX ,DiffX) be the category whose objects are those of CF1(OX ,DiffX)
and whose morphisms are the classes of morphisms in CF1(OX ,DiffX) up to homo-
topy.
4.4. Definition. A morphism f • : F •−→G • is said a filtered quasi-
isomorphism if grf is a quasi-isomorphism where gr is the functor
gr : CF1(OX ,DiffX)−→CG(X)
sending a filtered complex (F •, F ) to its graded complex. (Here CG(X) is the cate-
gory of complexes of OX -Modules with a finite graduation in each degree.)
Let DF1(OX ,DiffX) be the category obtained by localizingKF1(OX ,DiffX) with
respect to filtered quasi-isomorphisms.
4.5. Remark. The categories KF1(OX ,DiffX) and DF1(OX ,DiffX) are trian-
gulated categories where
i) the shift functor is the usual one: T (K)i = Ki+1, dT (K) = −dK and FT (K) = FK ;
ii) if f • : F • −→G • is a morphism in CF1(OX ,DiffX) its mapping cone is M
• :=
T (F •)⊕ G • ∈ C1(OX ,DiffX) with filtration defined by F
p(M •) = F pT (F •)⊕
FnG • and differential dM defined by the matrix
[
dT (F) 0
T (f) dG
]
.
4.6. Definition. Let (Lj , F ) with j ∈ {1, 2} be two filtered OX -modules
with increasing filtration such that FpLj = 0 for p≪ 0. By definition
H omDiffX/S ((L1, F ), (L2, F ))
is the sheaf of filtered differential operators, that is Φ ∈ H omDiffX/S ((L1, F ), (L2, F ))
if and only if the composition
(4.6.1) F−pL1−→L1
Φ
−→ L2−→L2/Fp−q−1L2
has order at most q for each p, q.
This condition implies that Φ(FpL1) ⊂ FpL2 and that the map between the
graded objects GrFp (L1)−→Gr
F
p (L2) is OX -linear.
4.7. Remark. We observe that if (L1, F )−→(L2, F ) is a filtered differential
operator of order one then the condition (4.6.1) is equivalent to the condition given by
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Du Bois of having graded OX -linear for the objects (Lj , F
′) where F ′pLj = F−pLj
is the opposite filtration.
4.8. Definition. We denote by CF (OX ,DiffX) the category of complexes of
(increasing) filtered OX -Modules and filtered differential operators.
The functor λ1 induces a functor which we denote by
λ1F : CF1(OX ,DiffX)−→CF (OX ,DiffX).
It sends objects of CF1(OX ,DiffX) into themselves with the opposite filtration (which
becomes increasing). We denote by DF (OX ,DiffX) the category obtained localizing
CF (OX ,DiffX) with respect to filtered quasi-isomorphisms.
4.9. Theorem. The functor
λ1F : DF1(OX ,DiffX)−→DF (OX ,DiffX)
is an equivalence of categories; so also is the functor
D˜R1,XF : DF (DX)
r −→DF1(OX ,DiffX).
Proof. Saito proved that the functor D˜RXF : DF (DX)
r −→DF (OX ,DiffX)
is an equivalence of categories with quasi-inverse the functor D˜R
−1
X F . We want to
extend the result of the previous section to the filtered context. As for the non filtered
case, let GF = D˜R1,XF ◦ D˜R
−1
X F we have only to prove that there is an isomorphism
of functors idDF1(OX ,DiffX)−→GF ◦ λ1F .
In the previous section we defined an isomorphism of functors
Φ : idD1(OX ,DiffX )−→ D˜R1,X ◦ D˜R
−1
X ◦ λ1F
into D1(OX ,DiffX). Now given (F
•, F ) ∈ CF1(OX ,DiffX) we want to prove that
the morphism Φ•
F
respects the filtrations, so it induces an isomorphism of functors
also in the filtered case. We observe that the map ηi,j
F
satisfies:
(4.9.1) ηi,j
F
: Fp(F
i)−→Fp(F
i+j)⊗OX Θ
−j
X
because the differentials of the complex respect the filtrations.
We recall that the filtration on the complex D˜R1,XD˜R
−1
X (F
•) is built as explained
in [S.1; 2.1.3, 2.1.5] for a single OX -Module F . Generalizing this construction to
complexes we have that
Fp(
n⊕
j=0
F
i+j ⊗DX ⊗ Θ
j
X) =
n⊕
j=0
∑
l≥0
Fp−l(F
i+j)⊗DX,l ⊗Θ
−j
X .
This implies that also Φi,j
F
respects the filtrations because Fp(F
i) takes image into
Fp(F
i+j)⊗DX,0 ⊗Θ
−j
X ; so we have established our thesis. 
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